WAYS TO PLAY
BEGINNER GAMES
Pilot Training Challenge
Be the last to fly, by trying to keep your drone in the air for 2 minutes
Bull’s Eye Challenge
Download the target templates from MGAE.com and set your timer for 60 seconds. Pilot your drone to each target and earn points. For single
player action, keep trying to top your best score. For 2-player action, the player with the highest total score after three rounds wins!
Disarm Challenge
In this 2-player game, set a timer for 2 minutes. Once the time is up, the player that has the most weapons remaining wins.

ADVANCED GAMES

Master the Gauntlet
For this game, create an obstacle course using items from home, like stacking plastic cups and blast them over, hanging a hula hoop and jet
through the center or landing in the laundry basket to finish. For single player action, set a timer and try to beat your best time. For 2-player
action, the player that finishes the gauntlet first wins! Continue to create new obstacles to make the game more challenging.
Battle Drone Zone
For this 2-player game, the player with the most points after 3 minutes is the winner! Crash into your opponent and earn 1 point for each hit.
Knock an opponent’s weapon off and earn 1 point for each weapon. Use a special attack to hit your opponent and earn 2 points for the hit!
Epic Strike
In this 2-player game, both players start out with 3 points. The player that gets hit loses a point, if you crash your drone you lose a point and if
both players crash into each other or the ground at the same time, no points are lost. After a crash, the player has 60 seconds to fix their drone
and engage in battle again. The first player to zero loses the game.

